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To the Honorable the Legislature of the State of New York:
In their annual report, presented to the Legislature the 31st of
January last, the Commissioners of the StateLegislature at Njagara
stated that they had "invited the eo-operation of Mr.. Calvert
Vaux and Mr. Frederick Law Olmsted in the preparation of a plan
for the future operations of the Commission," and that these gentle- .
men would" shortly lay their conclusions before the Commission,
to be the subject of a further report to. the Legislature." They
•, have done so, and we herewith bring their plan to the attention of
your honorable body. Modification may pl'Ove to be desirable in
',details,biIt we desire to say that, in its main principles and features,
the, plan of the eminent- landscape architects commands the'
, approval of this commission, and we believe that, upon examina
tion, it will commend itsell to the judgment of the Legislature,
. and of the people of the State.
The general view of the subject taken by the Messrs. Olmsted and
.Vaux is, indeed, that which the commissioners have the~selve8
(~ . always held, and which they 'understand to have been received by,
them from the Legislature itself, when the Reservation at Niagara was
I
'
intrusted to their care. . That view, in brief, is, that to restoreand
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. eonserve the Dat1 l r a l s u r r o l l D d i n g S o £ t h e F a l J s 01 Niagara, ~ather th~LD
'att~mpt to add anything thereto, is the true policy for the St~te 'to,
pursue. Not park, nor pleseure-ground, but" Reeervation " is the,
name affixed by the Legislature to the property now happily recov- '
ered to the people. It is a' spot'l'ese'1'ved, and sacred to wh~t
Divine power has already placed there, rather than-a proper field
for the display of human ingenuity or art.
This, it will be seen, is the-fundamental idea of the plan now'
brought to-your notice. Its other leading features, a few of which
we would briefly specify, are in strictharmony herewith:
First, - The commission's advisers have .tsken into account the
needs of the future, as well as of the present. .The several works
t.hey recommend as indispensableare planned for permanence, and'
all parts of the plan are aimed toward. a final general result, which
will not call for change in tiJPe.to come.. We believe that thus"
and only thus, a .true ~conomv of expenditure can be secured.
Second. -The' plan proposed contemplates the fullest opening
, , of the Reservation to the use and enjojment of the public com
patible with the maintenance; intact, of its natural scenery. It is
sa!e to say that, in the event of this plan being' carried out, the
future visitor will find the pleasure-giving resources of Niagl:l.ra
greatly developed and Increased.

,Third.- The plan rigidly excludes, each and all, those various
more or less costly establishments and alleged improvements which.
have been urged upon the Commission in connection .with the
Reservation. It admits, in fact, nothing' of an artificial character,
'not absolutely essential to the proper enjoyment of the, Reservation
by the people.
.
Fourth.- The plan, aims to secure the greatest good of the
greatest number. Realizing that the majority of visitors to Niagara .
will always explore Jts beauties on' foot, the landscape architects'
have given the preference to this class. over those in vehicles, at all
points of view where space is limited. It will be observed in the
plan that, while walks or footpaths almost' everywhere give access
to the river banks, no' carriage road, as a rule, is proposed to, be I
brQught within fifty feet of these. .The principles on which, the
.architects justify this feature of their plan will, we ,think. be
generally approved, . '
.
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. Finally, we agree with its authors that the plan comprehends
every requirement, both of the present and the future, 'which can
justly claim consideration at the hands of the Commission. Its,
execution, as they state, will leave, .. no need for any fresh appro
priation for construotion. The work, thenceforth, will be, strictly,
a work of maintenance." With confidence, therefore, that in the
important respects we have specified it will command public
approval, we submit the plan to your honorable body. It is for
you to say whether work shall be begun at once to carry it into
effect, or whether the realization of the. public benefits it assures
shall be postponed, . VIe will only suggest, in conclusion, that the
element of time must necessarily enter largely into anyseheme.of
'restoration at Niagara. Without time there can be no healing of'
the wounds which nature has there suffered at the hands Of man.
For' this reason it would seem especially desirable that 110 nnneees
sary delay should, take place ere the restoring processes of time and
nature are 'set in active operation. The first care of the Commis
sioners would be' to do this, and t6 this end your honorable body
is asked for such an appropriation as would enable them to open
much needed carriage-drives on Goat Island, and otherwise permit
the work of fresh planting. wherever necessary, to be soon begun.
Reepectfully submitted,
WILLIAM. DORSHEIMER,
SHERMAN S. ROGERS,
M. B. ANDERSON.
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President of the Board oj
Oommissioners qf the State Reservation at Niagara:
BON. WILLIAM DORSHEIMER,

'Sm.  In the work, to be undertaken by the State upon the
Niagara Reservation, it is to be hoped that whatever i!l done
shall -tell toward a general result that shall be lastingly satis
factory, nothing being wasted on matters of temporary expediency.
To this end, it is chiefly important that everything shall be done
in pursuance of a general plan, in the preparation Of which a ~
judicious view has been taken of the ultimate ,scope of the
undertaking.
,
Before asking attention, therefore, to specific features of the
plan that we have the honor now to submit, we shall present a few
statements as to its aspect in this respect.
Of all the territory of the reservation, about a seventh part has
at pre~ent an objectionable artificial character, most of it, fdr
example, having been heaped up or dug out in connection with
road or building operations.
'
Upon this seventh part the plan looks to operations the aim. of
which is to re-establish a permanently agreeable natural character,
harmonious with that of the undisturbed parts.
The plan aims at nothing else, anywhere upon the reservation','
but to make a suitable provision of roads and walks, of platforms
and seats, at the more important points of view, and of other
accommodations, such as experience has shown to be necessary to
deeeney and good order when large number Qf people come'
together.
'It looks to such operations as will be required to prevent these
provisions from appearing harshly intrusive upon the natural
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scenery, and to guard the elements of natural scenery from injmy ,
and secure their healthy development.
The above ill a round statement of all that the plan has in view.
As to the extent and quality of the provisions for use that the plan'
contemplates, they are in that degree of a substantial character
that experience in all much frequented grounds has proved to be
soundly economical, That is to say, if less capacious, substantial
and well ordered, than the plan contemplates that they shall be,
there'is reason to think that the expense of care-taking, repairs and
renewals would more than compensate the ,saving in construction. r ,
, The question, then, whether the scope of the plan might
providently be less than it is, must be a question chiefly of the num
bers of people who in the future will be drawn to the Reservation.
Intending later to present some facts as to the increasing visita
tion of the place, we wish here to bring to mind a consideration,
the bearing of which upon the question, in a study of the policy
of the State in the premises, should not be overlooked.
People have been heretofore influenced by two motives to wish
to see. Niagara, one i,s that they may be ask>nished. People in
whose minds this motive has been largely predominant have gen':
erally been disappointed in what they found. The removal that
your Board has made of various structures and ornaments that had
been placed near the Falls has not lessened the disappointment of
this class of visitors, and it may be safely assumed that no improve
ment that the State can make will increase the astonishing qualities
of Niagara.
..
The other motive with which people come to the place is that of
the enjoyment to be obtained through the pensive contemplation
of distinctive qualities of beauty in happily associated paBBages of
natural scenery.
It is in this respect that Niagara deserves to rank among the
great treasnres of the world. What your Board has done in the
.removal of circumstances by which its distinctive natural scenery
has been divided, belittled and put out of countenance, has made.
it m ueh more enjoyable in this respect,' and it is with reference
to further gains of the same kind that, the value of all operations
ofimprovemenj is to be determined.
If they are well devised with' reference to' it, then, for this
reason alone, the number of visitors to be attracted to the place
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in .the future mig9t,be expected to increase more rapidly than the
population from which they are to be drawn.
.
I
But there IS reason to expect a much larger increase than would
thus be accounted fur.
There are many passages of natural' scenerJ1 whieh, from ,the,
eflect they produce, may be classed with Niagara among the world's
treasures; yet 'none of them have long been highly valued by any
one. A few centuries ago, that is to say, People, even in' the,
advanced lines of civilized
, progress, seem ,to have taken no pleasure
-in them.
.
But a-change has since been gradually occurring. It was already
well marked among the educated' classes of the last century. In
,1
the present it has advanced rapidly with the main body of .the
people of all advancing countries. As far as our own is concerned,
, no better evidence could be wanted of such an advance than to
be had by considering the legislation that has established the duties
ofyour Commission, and the manner in which this legislation was
brought about, in connection with the fact that when in 1806 the
. State sold the property which it has lately re-acquired at Niagara,
.
it is not known that a single one of all its people thought of it as /
having even a prospective value otherwise than as a mill-power.
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There is not the least reason for assuming that this movement
has, run its course. There is every reason to suppose that if
improvements should now be made upon the Reservation, suited
, only to the present obvious demands of the public, they would
before many years have to be destroyed' to make way for others
more sagaciouely adjusted to the tendency of civilized progress in
this respect.
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Suppose that this should occur. It is to be borne in mind that
-the wasteful result would not be, simply, that, occurring through' _
~:!,the demolition of the constructed improvements, but-in-the Ioss.ot
\ much that would, in the meantime, have been gained by growth,
~·lIiId in the necessity for opening a new, raw and gaunt face to the
. .forest in order to accomplish the enlargement of the const~ulltions
,adjoining it.
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'be felt lest the plan, ,shall prove inadequate than that it should
prove superserviceable..
As to the question thus suggested, namely" whether the accom
modations proposed by the plan may not be insufficient, two con
· siderations are to be weighed.
'Fit'llt, That the more artifi.ci~l features fill the' wye the less will
, ,be the effect of the natural features.

,

Second, That when the improvements proposed in the plan shall
have been fully carried out, and when, to these, the improvements
· to be made on the', Canadian Reservation shall have been added,
the number of persons at any time visiting Niagara, will be much
more extensively distributed, and will be much more in circulation, '
than might be supposed from any experience hitherto had.
'.
For the reasons given, it is, we think, little to be feared that
serious waste will result, either because the plan has been conceived
with too broad or with too narrow a view of the number of guests
which the State will be obliged to entertain upon it.
It is more to be apprehended that waste will 'come because the
main object of the State in making the Reservation shall be lost'
· 'sight of or become confused in the minds of those engaged in its
direction with objects that are wholly foreign to it:
All the original designers can do to prevent this confusion is to
-point out the distinction between the organic purpose with which
the plan has been formed, and the purpose of the class of improve
,ments of which bits and scraps are most likely, as the work.
advances, to be interpolated upon it. The effect of such interpola
tions would be that, to the extent to which they shall be admitted, ,
neither the older nor the later moti ves of design could be followed
to fully excellent conclusions, the pursuit of the earlier having
-established bars against the introduction.orthe later, and the pursuit
of the laterioterrnpting and wastefully frustrating the fruition of
the earlier.
The danger lies chiefly in the circumstances that the plan looks
for none of the beauty which is commonly the chief object ,of'
gardening improvements, and ,in the probability that it will be
assumed that the pleasure of visitors ill to be increased by the
introduction, here and there, of beautiful incidents of that char- ':;
. scter,
I
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It thus lies largely in' the' difficulty that may be~xperieneed
in distinguishing. between the ultimate object of the designed
operations and the object in view in the operations of common
garden works. Take for instance the operations of road and,
walk mazing, the gra<iing of slopes; the d.re88ing of ,ground .s* _
faces and their clothing with herbage, the planting and nursing
of trees, the building of foot-bridges and other constructed objects;
The direct local result of all such operations as are .intended on
the. reservation will be precisely the same that it is in ordinary
gardening works. And to those who do not see the very different
way in which they are intended ultimately to give pleasure, it :
will always be thought that the introduction of decorative detail \
would be an improvement. Once the reaBolf' for excluding
decorative detail is lost sight of, there is nothing to hinder the
introduction of any amount of it, and thus bringing about the
. gradual transformation of the reservation into an affair of the
sumptuous park and flower-garden order, than which nothing
would be more deplorable.
The dagger is the greater because, when such results as the
plan has in. view have at last come from operations of improve
ment, they are generally supposed to have been much easier of
:' 'attainment than those seem to come from similar operations in
'. sumptuous gardening. Probably no one who has' not taken to
himself a task of each kind and pursued it to its proper end can
imagine how far the contrary is the fact. At no time, therefore,
'in the progress of a work such as that of the reservation is meant
;"by the plan to be, is the relation plainly obvious of that which
~. comes before the eye of the casual observer to the operations from
it{ which it has resulted. And,in the end, hardly ever is that
£, which is most valuable in it recognized to be what it is  the
:i::ripened fruit of long preceding forethonght and of patient per
4'ilistence in carrying out .the organic purpose of a ·plan. It 'is
·r looked upon rather as a wild fruit. It follows that the motives
~:l>f. a plan, in the pursuit of which designed results of this .ohar
'~}~.cter have been partly attained, are little apt to be searchingly.'
ii inquired after, and, consequently, in all the progress of the work,
~~re much apt to be misapprehended in detsils.tand overriden with
)~$ wasteful sacriflceof the partly attained results. The necessity, .
;~. the full attainment of designed results, for excluding from
o
'
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